Inflatable Rentals

Air Bounce Maryville
(865) 336-9411
212 S. Calderwood St.
Alcoa, TN 37701
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Air Bounce Maryville

Looking for wet and dry bounce house, moon bounce,
and inflatable rentals for parties and events? Look no
further!
- - - - X
Air Bounce Party Rentals are perfect for your birthday party, school or organization
function, church events…or any time! We offer wet and dry inflatables, castles and
water slides. We serve Aloca, Maryville, Knoxville, and surrounding areas! We deliver
and set up your inflatable for you so you are ready to go. And when your party or event
is over we come pack up your rental! No hassle…no headaches…just hours of bounce
fun for the kids! Delivery fees are not included in posted price. Contact us for more
info and availability.

“
Let our staff do ALL the work! We will create a hassle free rental experience that
will have you jumping at the opportunity to book with us again!
-Ashley, General Manager

”
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Inventory
Animal Kingdom
- - - - X
Category: DRY
Ages: Pre-school (5 & under)
Book an adventure bouncing through
our exciting animal kingdom!
Little kids have a blast playing
alongside some of their favorite
animals!
Price: $180
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Crayon Castle
- - - - X
Category: DRY
Ages: All Ages
Dimensions: 14X14X15
This budget friendly castle will
provide hours of fun for all the
kids!
Price: $100
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Rainbow Slide Castle
- - - - X
Category: WET/DRY
Ages: All Ages
Dimensions: 28X13X14
Jump within the castle walls and climb the tower’s peak as you slide
to the pad below! Want to add a splash of fun? Utilize this combo as a
wet inflatable to cool off in that summer heat!
Price: $200
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Double Slip N’ Slide Combo
- - - - X
Category: WET
Ages: All Ages
Dimensions: 35 feet long
Get a running start and race against your friends to the pool at the
end with our two person Slip N’ Slide inflatable!
Price: $200
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Boxing Ring Glove Combo
- - - - X
Category: DRY
Ages: All Ages
Dimensions: 17X17X9
Feeling feisty? Show how fierce
you can be by putting your dukes
up with our Boxing Ring! Great for
those sibling rivalries!
Price: $150
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7 Element Obstacle Course!
Race against your friends in this 2 person obstacle course!
Challenge your speed, strength & agility as you navigate through
seven different obstacles to be crowned party champ!
Category: DRY
Ages: ALL
Price: $180

